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JURISDICTIONAL flT*.rr.wPNT

The Order of the Utah Board of oil. Gas and Mining ("Board")
that is the subject of this Petition modifies a previous Board
Order.

The Utah Supreme Court has exclusive jurisdiction to

review this matter pursuant to Utah Code Ann. S S 63-46(b)16(1989) and 78-2-2(3)(e)(iv)(Supp. 1990).
111

A.

• STATEMENT OF IflgP»« P ™ * ^ ^

is Utah Code Ann. S 40-6-6 (1989) a constitutional

grant of the State's police power to the Board of oil, Gas and
Mining to issue orders which impose non-consent penalties on nonconsenting working interest owners?
B.

Did the Board of oil. Gas and Mining's imposition of a

non-consent penalty deprive Appellant of his due process rights
or result in an unconstitutional taking without compensation?
C.

Does the Board of oil, G a s and Mining have authority to

amend its own orders when necessary to prevent waste and protect
correlative rights if there is evidence of a material change in
circumstances?
D.

Did the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining correctly

interpret its own Order dated April 17, 1985 in Docket No. 85007, Cause No. 139-42, by not requiring AN* Production Company
(-AHR-) to petition the Board for permission to drill an
increased density well?
E.

was there substantial evidence to support the Board's

finding of fact that;
1)

there had been a material change in circumstances

affecting its prior 1981 order; and
2)

an imposition of a non-consent penalty of 175% was

appropriate.

IV.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

This brief will make repeated reference to the following
pleadings, transcripts, names, statutes, parties, wells, orders,
and certain oil and gas terms.
"Act" or "Forced Pooling Statute" is the Oil and Gas
Conservation Act, Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6 (1989) (Addendum D ) ,
which mandates forced pooling and non-consent penalties, and
which allows more than one well to be producing in a drilling
unit.
"Altamont/Bluebell Field" is an oil and gas field in
Duchesne and Uintah Counties, Utah, which has been spaced for 640
acre drilling units for the Lower Green River/Wasatch Formations.
"ANR" is ANR Production Company, the Petitioner below and
the Appellant or Respondent on Appeal.
"Bennion" is Sam H. Bennion, the Respondent, the Respondent
below and the Appellant or Petitioner on appeal.
The "Board" is the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, of the Utah
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining.
"Consenting Parties" means those companies or parties who
have the right to drill such an oil and gas well pursuant to
their ownership of an oil and gas lease or unleased mineral
interest who elect to invest money in the drilling of an oil and
2

gas well and.
•Drilling Unit" is the drilling (spacing, unit established
for section 1, Township 2 South, Range 5 West, Uintah Specia!
Meridian, Duchesne County, Utah, an irregular section containing
678.2 acres,
"index- followed by a page number shall refer to the Index
of Record as filed with this Court.
-Miles well- is the Miles 2-!B5 Well located in the Drilling
unit and is the increased density well (the second well) drilled
on the Drilling Unit.
-Non-consenting Parties- are those companies or individuals
who have the right to drill such an oil and gas well pursuant to
their ownership of an oil and gas lease or unleased mineral
interest even though they do not elect to invest money in the
drilling of an oil and gas well.
-Non-consent Penalty- means the percentage of the nonconsenting parties' share of costs that the consenting parties
may recover out of the non-consenting parties- share of oil and
gas produced from a well drilled by consenting parties.

A

100%

non-consent penalty means that the consenting parties may recover
from production only the non-consenting parties' share of costs.
A 175% non-consent penalty means that the consenting parties may
recover fro. production the non-consenting parties' share of the
costs plus an additional 75% of those costs.
••order- is the order of the Board in Docket No. 90-02!,
cause 139-63 (Addendum A,, dated September 20, 1990, which is the

subject of this appeal.
"1981 Order" is the order of the Board in Cause 139-13
(Addendum B), dated April 30, 1981, which force-pooled the
Drilling Unit.
"1985 Order" is the order of the Board in Docket No. 85-007,
Cause No. 139-42 (Addendum C), dated April 17, 1985, which
allowed for two producing wells in each drilling unit in the
Altamont/Bluebell Field.
"Tew Well" is the Tew 1-1B5 Well located in the Drilling
Unit and is the first well drilled on the Drilling Unit.
"TR" followed by a page reference shall refer to the
transcript of the hearing held before the Board on May 24, 1990.
"1985 TR: is the transcript of the hearing before the Board
on the issue of increased density (reflected in the 1985 Order).

1.

V.

PRELIMINARY MATTERS

A.

STANDARD OP REVIEW

Review of Agency Determinations of Fact.

Petitioner (hereafter "Bennion") is not entitled to relief
from this Court unless he has been substantially prejudiced by an
agency action "based upon a determination of fact, made or
implied by the agency, that is not supported by substantial
evidence when viewed in light of the whole record before the
court."

Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-16(4)(g) (1989)

"Substantial

evidence" is such "relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might
accept as adequate to support a conclusion."

Grace Drilling

Company v. Board of Review of the Industrial Commission of Utah,
4

776 P.2d 63, 68 (Utah Ct. App.

1989).

Thig

n i s ls n o t
'
de_novo review
nor a competent evidence standard of review
TH
T«. .
iew
xt
_, ..
* **•
is a review

Board's findings b y

exaninlng

^

^

supporting

^

^ ^ ^ ^

that which fairly detracts from those findings. Bennion, i„
challenging the Board's findings of fact »,,«,»
*=• M tact, must marshall all
evidence supporting the agency's fi„ai„,s a n d

dei , onstrate

^

despite these supporting facts, the findings are not supported by
substantial evidence in light of the conflicting and
contradicting evidence.

^ X ^ ^ . n . X ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Board of i ^ n w m n r f ^ ^ ^ ^ ,

,„ p > M
V

1990)

Bennion is not entitled to relief unless he can demonstrate
that he has been substantially prejudiced by an erroneous
interpretation of the l a „.
(»..)

utan Code

^

f 63 _ 46b _ 16(

The determination of appUcable lawis

"correction of error- standard,

subject to

^

sivnous oil T ™

778 P.2d 1008 (Utah Ct. App. 1989).
3

-

BffliS!t

^Ja9aS^EilS9iloJ1^f^^

Bennion is not entitled to relief unless he can demonstrate
that he has been substantially prejudiced by an unreasonable or
irrational application of the law. Utah Code Ann. S

63-46b-

" ( 4 , (d, (1,89> neview of the Board's application of law to
facts and mixed questions of law and f*o*- <
-Law and fact is governed by the
"reasonableness and rationality" stanr^r-*
. .
a u r y standard requiring that the

Board's decision not exceed "the bounds of reasonableness and
rationality."

Pearl-Benefit Staffing v. Board of Review of the

Industrial Commission of Utah, 775 P.2d 439 (Utah Ct. App. 1989);
Johnson v. Department of Employment Security, 782 P.2d 965 (Utah
Ct. App. 1989).
VI.

DETERMINATIVE LAW

The statutes determinative of this matter are Utah Code Ann.
§§ 40-6-1 (1989), 40-6-2(2) (1989), and 40-6-6(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) &
(6) (1989).

The text of the statutes are set forth in the

addendum to this brief.
VII.
A.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
NATURE OF THE CASE

This is a petition for writ of review of an Order of the
Board, an agency of the Department of Natural Resources of the
State of Utah.

By petition pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6

(1989), ANR sought an order from the Board specifying the
percentage of costs to be recovered by all consenting owners of
the Miles Well in the Drilling Unit from non-consenting interest
owner Bennion, before Bennion shall be entitled to receive his
share of production from the Miles Well applicable to his
interest in the Drilling Unit.

(Index p.2)

On May 14f 1990, Bennion filed a response to ANR's Request
for Agency Action.

Bennion argued, inter alia that there was no

legal basis for a new or modified pooling order, that ANR had
violated the Board's 1985 Order by failing to seek Board approval
before drilling the Miles Well, that the 1983 amendment to the
6

Oil and Gas Conservation Act requiring non-consenting owners to
pay non-consent penalties was unconstitutional, and that the
modified pooling order as requested by ANR would be inconsistent
with the Oil and Gas Conservation Act and the public interest.
(Index p.37)
B.

COURSE OP THE PROCEEDINGS BELOW

The matter on appeal was initially heard before the Board on
Thursday May, 24, 1990 at the regularly scheduled hearing of the
Board.

The Board heard argument, admitted evidence, and took the

matter under advisement at that time.

On June 26, 1990 the

Secretary of the Board transmitted to Petitioner, Respondent and
the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining a list of six (6) issues with
respect to which the Board wished further briefing.

The parties

filed supplemental briefs addressing these issues and, in
addition, Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association (RMOGA)

filed

a

brief in amicus curia.. The Board, on August 23, 1990, pursuant
to notice, heard additional argument.

On September 20, 1990, the

Board entered its written order in this matter,

(index p.179 -

Exhibit A to Addendum)
C

STATEMENT OF RELEVANT PACTS

On April 30, 1981, the Board entered an order in Cause No.
139-13 specifying the percentage of costs to be recovered by all
consenting owners of the Tew Well.

The order was dated April 31,

1981, but became effective July

1979 and force-pooled the

26,

entire drilling unit created by the order of the Board in Cause
No. 139-3.

(Exhibit B to addendum)

7

Effective the first of July of 1983, the Utah Legislature
repealed the then existing Oil & Gas Conservation Act and enacted
a new statute allowing more than one well on a drilling unit.
Utah Oil & Gas Conservation Act, Utah Laws ch. 205 (1983)
(codified as amended at Utah Code Ann. 40-6 et. seq (Supp.
1990)). On April 12, 1985, the Board, following its enlarged
grant of authority, entered an Order to authorize the drilling
and simultaneous production from more than one well on each
drilling unit within the Altamont/Bluebell Field.
139-42; Exhibit C to addendum)

(Cause No.

On February 6, 1990, ANR

commenced the Miles Well as an infill well.

(TR 6)

At the time of the May 24, 1990 hearing, ANR presented
testimony through David M. Laramie, senior land man for Coastal
Oil and Gas Corporation, the parent company of ANR« (TR 9, 10,
11, and 12)
Mr. Laramie was testifying as an expert witness for ANR
concerning risk analysis performed by ANR before drilling the
Miles Well.

Mr. Laramie testified that the authorization for

expenditure at the time of the drilling of the Miles Well was
1.75 Million dollars.

(TR 14)

He testified that the decision to

drill the Miles Well was based in part on a review of four infill
increased density wells in five of the eight surrounding
sections, and the then current price of oil, as well as taxes and
the matrix of ownership of the pertinent working interest owners.
(TR 16)

Through Mr. Laramie, ANR presented evidence in the form

of Exhibit 1 to the hearing, a map of the greater
8

Altamont/Bluebell area depicting 162 increased density wells. (TR
16) Mr. Laramie testified to fluctuations of the price of oil i„
the field in which the drilling unit was located from $10.00 per
barrel to higher than $23.00 per barrel. The price at that time
was $16.85 per barrel. (TR 1 7 )

Mr. ^

^

testified

^

operating costs in the Altamont/Bluebell area were some of the
highest in the nation due to the high paraffinic oil and wax
content of the oil; the average operating cost per month was
between $8,000 and $10,000.

(TR18)

„,. ^

^

testmed

^

several companies who had a working interest in the drilling
unit, and who were subject to the 300% non-consent penalty
determined to go non-consent.

(TR 22) Mr. Laramie further

testified that ANR had drilled the well with a 72% working
interest burden of the approximately two million dollar drilling
cost. (TR 22, Mr. Laramie testified that it was, in his opinion
fair to infer that the decision of other oil companies to accept'
the non-consent penalty of 300% reflected the degree of risk
involved in drilling the Miles Well.
Bennion's counsel cross-examined Mr. Laramie, and
established that it was extremely unlikely that the well would
have no oil production at all. Mo further evidence was put on by
Mr. Bennion. Bennion presented no evidence concerning the
presence or absence of a change in circumstances since the entry
of the 1981 order.
1,111

'

A.

Utah c o d e Ann.

SUMMARY nv ARGDMBWPfl
S

40-6-6 (1989) i s constitutional

because it is a legitimate exercise of the State of Utah's police
power to "foster, encourage and promote the development,
production and utilization" of Utah's oil and gas resources. By
imposing non-consent penalties as provided by statute, the Board
is preventing waste, encouraging development and protecting the
correlative rights of all mineral interest owners.
B.

The Act, as applied to Bennion, is constitutional,

since Mr. Bennion had received procedural due process and was not
deprived of any property right without compensation.
C.

In the Order on appeal the Board appropriately amended

its 1981 order.

The Board has explicit and implicit authority

under the Act to amend its orders as circumstances change. The
material changes in circumstances found by the Board, coupled
with the administrative absence of the necessary terms of the
pooling order as found in the 1981 order required the Board to
modify and supplement its prior order, so as to prevent waste and
protect the correlative rights of the mineral interest owners.
D.

The Board has correctly interpreted its own 1985 order

in determining that that order did not require or provide for ANR
to petition the Board for permission to drill the Miles Well.
E.

The Board's order was supported by substantial evidence

in the form of qualified testimony and documentary evidence. The
Board's conclusion of law that it may, in appropriate
circumstances, modify its own orders, is supported by the clear
weight of authority.

The Board's application of law and fact

requiring Bennion's interest to be subject to the non-consent
10

penalty i s reasonable and rational.
**•

ARGUMENT

The supreme Court of the United s t a t e s , addressing the
c o n s t i t u t i o n a l i t y of the type of r e l a t i o n challenged here held:
ot o n a M S a a s U s o ° a l V O W e r t o *•"»!•*•
Secure
equitable apportionment amoSg ! > £ S E S T c fT S * *?*
gas and o n in the land, f a i £ l Z d i s t ^ ? ^ **' m i 9 » t o r y
hy
costs of Product )nn, and of Lhu a j ^ i U o i J l l n t "'
'
P roduc?io„

Hunter ».
added.)

a

v, w,m,

M0

U.S.

222,

64

s.ct.

19

at

21.

(emphasis

This court has never ruled upon the constitutionality of
this statute. Similar statutes have passed constitutional muster
in every state where the issue of the constitutionality of such
provisions has been raised,

concerning the constitutionality

generally of compulsory pooling

statutes, a „ a u t h o r i t a U v e

treatise has stated:, . ( T ] he constitutionality of compulsory
pooling statutes has been sustained so generally that no
reasonable ouestion on this score remains."

H.

Williams.

S c.

Myers, oil and Gas Law $ 905.1 (1990).
Bennion-s constitutional assault on the forced pooling
statute is focused upon the non-consent penalty provision.
Code Ann.

S

4 0 - 6 - 6 ( 6 ) (b)

(Supp .

„,„, ^

^

^

^

Utah

^

^

common law rule which provided that non-consenting working
interest owners could not be forced to share the risK of dry or
marginally productive wells. S
< 4 2 P.2d 692 ( cal. l M a )

^

^

,

c

^

,

^

(Provides discussions and oitations

11

^

^
'

concerning the common law rights of mineral owners).

This

statutory modification to the common law performs an integral
function in the compulsory pooling process.

It replicates the

forces of the private market place, while achieving the public
objective of preventing waste, conserving oil and gasf and
protecting correlative rights.

B. Kramer, "Compulsory Pooling

and Unitization: State Options in Dealing With Uncooperative
Owners," J. Energy L. & Pol'y 255-259 (1986).
One of the first cases to deal specifically with the nonconsenting land owner is Anderson v. Corporation Commission, 327
P.2d 699 (Okla. 1958).

The Anderson case squarely raised the

issue of the constitutionality of an Oklahoma statute which
required a mineral interest owner to accept a bonus payment (to
be set by the commission) if he elected not to participate in the
cost of the drilling of a unit well.

The Oklahoma statute

provided that the mineral interest owner gave up any further
interest in development of the unit upon acceptance of the bonus.
The Anderson Court recognized that the economic incentive for a
working interest owner to join a voluntary agreement for the
development of oil and gas resources should not be diminished by
apportioning to the non-consenting owner a contributory share
which is substantially less than that which the market forces
would dictate given attendant risks. As the Oklahoma Court
stated:
All property is held subject to the valid exercise of the
police power; nor are regulations unconstitutional merely
because they operate as a restraint upon private rights of
person or property or result in loss to individuals. The
12

i n f l i c t i o n of such los<s <ie «^* ^ ^
without due process of law- ?he e x S t i l f 1 ? " ° f p r o P e r t yr
upon subjects lying v i t h E ' i ^ . ^ i ™ * ^ ~
5T
manner, i s due process of law.
Proper and lawful
".??

7

°2

(qUOWn9 f r

°" ^ ^ ' . n t V O f W l W ,

73 SW.2d

475,

As the united States D i s t r i c t Court for the D i s t r i c t of otah
s u c c i n c t l y stated:
a ^ u s ^ X ^ u r d e n s ^ n a ^ e ^ f ^f — t in o* -i c « * .
the court with thTSres'SlSiSn
o f % ° f ? ? ? " ' • <=°»e to
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Bennion-s attack upon the constitutionality of the statute
seems to rest largely upon what he believes were his settled
expectations under an earlier order with regard to a previous
well. With regard to that, the U.S. Supreme Court has held"Legislation readjusting the rights and burdens is not unlawful
solely because it upsets otherwise settled expectations."

v, TurnermKhorn m M m r^,
at 2893.

supra, 428

„.s. at ^
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in truth, neither Bennion nor anyone else expected

another well to be drilled under the old order.
The force pooling statute in Utah has adopted one of
numerous per-issible options used by different states to balance
the correlative rights of the parties while encouraging the
development of oil and aas
ana gas.
supra at 264.
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To recapitulate, the purpose of a non-consent penalty (or
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other alternatives, such as Oklahoma's bonus payment) is to
balance the risks and benefits of drilling a well between those
investing money in the future profitability of the well and those
taking no risk at all. While the greatest risk may be that of a
completely dry hole, a marginally producing well which results in
a loss to the investors is also a cognizable risk.

For the non-

consenting party, the risk is absent, whether the well is dry or
simply unprofitable. Where there is no non-consent penalty there
is every incentive in the world for interest owners to remain
non-consenting.

There is also less incentive for others to

shoulder a disproportionate share of the risk knowing they will
have to share the profits, with no corresponding peiyback for that
assumption of risk.

This, of course, would result in the

drilling of fewer wells and is therefore contrary to the public
policy of this state.
Bennion's characterization of the non-consent penalty
statute as punitive, does not in and of itself, demonstrate or
provide a basis for finding this portion of the forced pooling
statute unconstitutional.
B.

THE FORCE POOLING STATUTE AS APPLIED IN THIS CASE IS
CONSTITUTIONAL.

Bennion has failed to demonstrate that this statute, which
is otherwise constitutional, has been applied to him in an
unconstitutional manner.
Bennionfs argument that the statute has been applied
unconstitutionally rests upon the assertion that the terms and
conditions of the 1981 Order gave him a vested property interest
14

above and beyond his mineral interest ownership in the land
This a r d e n t is really nothing -ore than the a r d e n t that
Mr. Bennion had an economic exr>eft-»i-*«« ~
•LC expectation concerning the state of
the law, and the state of the oil and gas reservoir as reflected
in the original pooling order.

However, Bennion cites no cases

to the effect that his economic expectations are sufficient to
•»a*e the acts of the Utah ^islature and the further orders of
the Board encouraging the drilling of additional wells
unconstitutional.
Finally, Bennion-s reliance upon the line of Oklahoma cases
beginning at Amoco P a c t i o n v. ^ ^

r n M

-

n

„ — . . . ^ _f

SKlanana, 751 P.2d 203, 207 (okla. ct. App. 1 9 8 ^ - ^

^

u

inapposite. These cases, which can be referred to in short hand
as "pooling by the unit" versus -pooling by the well bore- are
Just not relevant.

The Board in reaching its decision in this

case did not need to make

a

determination as to whether our

statute required pooling by the well hole or pooling by the unit
The Oklahoma courts, determining that their statute pooled by the
unit, ruled that the consenting parties „ h o had assumed the risk
as to the first wells, were entitled to continue to recoup from
non-consenting owners as to all U ei l s „„ the pooled acreage. i„
this case, no one is suggesting that Mr. Bennion is required by
this order to change his status as a non-consenting owner. His
status remains the same whether the Utah statute is viewed as a
pooling by the well head or pooling by the unit statute

As

opposed to Oklahoma, the operator must demonstrate to the Board
15

the degree of risk incurred by the operator for each new well
before Bennion's interest can be burdened with a specific nonconsent penalty.
In short, analysis of Bennion's claim that the non-consent
penalty is unconstitutional as applied to him is really not a
claim of unconstitutionality, but a claim that there was not
substantial evidence in front of the Board to justify the
application of the statutory non-consent penalty in any amount.
C.

THE BOARD MAY PROPERLY AMEND AND MODIFY ITS ORDERS
WHERE THERE HAS BEEN A CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES.

Orders of the Board can and should have a res judicata
effect.

However, orders of the Board are not and should not be

immutable.

B. Kramer and P. Martin, THE LAW OF POOLING AND

UNITIZATION, § 14.01 (3d. Ed. 1990).

A pooling order by a

conservation agency is quasi-judicial, in that it makes findings
of fact and conclusions of law to declare the rights and duties
of the parties subject to the pooling order.
differ from a classical judicial decree.

However it does

The Order, while based

on facts found to exist at the time of the entry of the order,
addresses future conduct and relationships, not just liability
for past conduct.

To the extent that new conditions affecting

the reservoir arise, both geological and statutory, the agency,
with its continued responsibility for the prevention of waste and
the protection of correlative rights, must act.
Both case law and the Utah statute recognize a number of
common reasons for modifying the substance of an order and
changing its administrative features. Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6
16

(*> O ) (4) ,».., specifically provides procedures
d r i l l s units. Utah Code Ann.
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specifica

requires that pooling orders be made »««« *
made u
P ° n te ras and conditions
that are just and reasonable.

possible types of modification.. They are set forth as:
1.
2
°
3,
4,
5.

The total area affected h« +u~
arrect
decreased;
e d by the order may be increased or
the size of the units «.»«. w •
the shapes of the ™ ! t s mlv L ^ " * 8 6 * ° ro r l e a s e d ;
the permitted location oT^JSV"™*"
altered
the producing horizon deter»?nl* i ° a y ** cha "ged.
common source of supply m t v ^ 2 *? « » » * * * * • a single
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the reservoir may be reeia«e<#<T. I ' d
Y
recl
vice versa.
assified from gas to oil or
Harris, "Modification of Coroor**-^ ^
. .
7.

After the Utah tegislature explicitly

Bodi(ied the o u

^

Gas conservation Act to provide for increased density i „ f m
veils in a drilling unit, tn e Board entered its 1 9 8 5

order

allowing increased density wells. Bennion does not guestion the
authority or validity of the Board-s order under the new statute
allowing the additional wells
H « ^.
Wells
He
* > - not collaterally attack
the evidence which showed the chana.
„o •
ha 9e
"
° f " " S t a n c e s supporting
the c r e a s e d well order of i 9 8 5 . B e n n i o „ ^
^
^
constitutionality of the legislative change which provided the
basis for the 1985 infill order.
TnsteaH K
instead, he argues that the
Board, having entered an order in 1981 n r o ^ .
er in 1981 premised upon findings
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which have now been supplanted by the 1985 order and the 1983
legislative changes, is powerless to adjust the equities of the
parties pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6(5) (1989).
The Oklahoma case of Woods Petroleum Co. v. Sledcre, 632 P.2d
393 (Okla.) involved a three hundred twenty acre unit.

The

Oklahoma Commission pooled the working interests in this unit,
and Woods drilled one oil well on one of the units.

Woods

sought and was granted an amended order increasing the density
and authorizing an additional three wells.

The Board, in

entering the second Order also adjusted the equities among the
owners to allow the non-operators to participate in the wells or
receive $50.00 per acre. Woods, as operator, brought suit
claiming that the initial order which he sought to modify allowed
the drilling of the additional wells and that no further options
to participate should be offered to the non-operators.

The

Oklahoma Court, in rejecting Woods argument, ruled that the
Commission did have jurisdiction to adjust equities by a second
pooling order.
To the extent that Woods Petroleum granted the non-operators
a second bite at the apple after the first well had proven
productive, its present authority may be doubted in Oklahoma.
The Oklahoma Supreme Court has explicitly rejected the Oklahoma
Commission's policy and interpretation of the pooling statute as
applying only to the well drilled and not to the €*ntire unit.
However, in the case before this Court, the ability of a pooling
order to apply to more than one well was a legal impossibility
18

prior to the 1983 statute and the 1985 Order.

The ability of the

Board to adjust the equities of the parties must therefore be
governed by Utah Code Ann. S 40-6-6(5) (1989).

That is, the

order must be made upon terms and conditions that are just and
reasonable.
Finally, where the Legislature has granted the Board power
to resolve well cost issues, the Board has express authority and
a duty to enter orders that are just and reasonable and provide
for fair sharing.

This express authority must be exercised only

as statutorily granted to the Board.

i„ this case, the

Legislature has determined in advance the range the Board is to
use in deter«ining what is fair and reasonable. The 150% - 200%
non-consent penalty.
Therefore, the Board has exercised its statutory authority
as directed under Utah Code Ann.

S

40-6-6(5) (i989,, and

exercised its discretion as to the amount of the non-consent
penalty as set forth at

S

40-6-6(6)(b) (supp. i 9 9 0 ) .

D. THE BOARD CORRECTLY INTERPRETED ITS 1 9 8 5 0RDBR
The 1985 Order does not require any evidence of economic
feasibility to be presented to the Board or the Division and does
not require the agency to make a determination concerning
economic feasibility prior to the drilling of a second well.
While the Board must have new evidence or evidence of
changed conditions to change an existing order, a conservation
commission has continuing authority to interpret or construe its
own orders, even without new evidence.

19

B. Kramer and P. Martin

THE LAW OF POOLING AND UNITIZATION § 14.03 (3d. Ed.).
Oklahoma, the state which has dealt most extensively with
this issue, has held in several cases that the Commission is
vested with original jurisdiction to construe, modify or vacate
its own valid orders.

Shell Oil Company v. Keen, 355 P.2d 997

(Okla. 1960); Amarex Inc. v. Baker. 655 P.2d 1040 (Okla. 1983).
In fact, the Oklahoma Court has gone so far as to hold that
only the Conservation Commission can interpret its own orders.
In McDaniel v. Mover, 662 P.2d 309 (Okla. 1983), unleased land
owners who had been force-pooled asked the District Court for
"clarification" of a unit order which resulted in the operator
placing the unit well on their land.

The Oklahoma Supreme Court

ruled that this was beyond the jurisdiction of the District
Court.

The Court held:

Cognizance to interpret and construe pooling orders would
permit the district court to exercise a significant amount
of the Commission's regulatory authority. It would place
the court in charge of an integral part of regulating the
conservation and production of oil and gas. Our
constitution clearly prohibits such institutional
encroachment. The district court is powerless to interfere
with any Commission order that establishes the boundaries
for well location.
662 P.2d at 312
It should be noted then, that Bennionfs complaint concerning
the Board's interpretation of its own 1985 Order is really a
collateral attack upon that 1985 Order.

However, Bennion

provides no evidence of either jurisdictional infirmity
concerning the 1985 Order or of a change in circumstances such
that the 1985 Order may be challenged.
20

In short, Bennion simply

differs with the Board's interpretation of its own order.

The

record from the 1985 Order (which Bennion ignores) clearly
supports the Board's long-standing interpretation of its own
order.
The pertinent sections of the 1985 order provide:
C. Additional wells may be drilled »*- *K* ~ *.Qperatpr of the unit, based upon qeotLff• Jt g t » on .°r t h e
data for that unit which w i l l ^ t S J l h S E n e ? g i n e e r i n *
additional well in order to recover addifcifSJ i?? ° f a n

the additional well appears

tobTLSSiXl}

fi^iSST*** 1

D. Econonically feasible means that a n™^„«.
would have a reasonable opportunitv ^ J r u d e n t operator
drilling, completing, producing ind operaUna^ 1 1 6 ^
°f
a reasonable profit.
operating the well, plus
Exhibit C to addendum (emphasis added)
What the 1985 order states, unambiguously, is that
additional wells are drilled at the -option" of the unit
operator.
Bennion advances no basis for the Board to depart from its
longstanding practice of allowing operators to make these
decisions for themselves.

The economic feasibility of first

wells are not, and have never been, reviewed by the Board or any
other governmental agency,

it is reasonable to assume that the

Board knew that it had no intention of making such a marked
departure from practice.

Further, the Board is not powerless to

enforce its order in the absence of Bennion requesting. that it do
so.

The absolute absence of the Board attempting to construe its

order in this fashion where numerous wells have been drilled
under the 1985 order speaks for itself.
Because Bennion's argument concerning the Board's inter21

pretation of its own order amounts to a collateral attack upon
the Board's 1985 order without the submission of any evidence,
the Board submits that there is no basis to review the
rationality of the Boardfs 1985 Order
E.

THE BOARD'S FINDINGS OP PACT CONCERNING THE IMPOSITION
OP THE NON-CONSENT PENALTY ARE SUPPORTED BY SUBSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE AND SHOULD BE UPHELD.

The crux of the matter before this Court concerns a
determination of whether the whole record supports the imposition
of the 175% non-consent penalty is sufficient to convince a
reasonable mind that the Board's conclusion is supported.
However, before this Court applies the "substantial evidence
test,11 it must first consider both the evidence that supports the
Board's factual findings, and the evidence that detracts from the
findings.

In this case, therefore, Bennion must marshall all of

the evidence supporting the Board's findings and show th§t
despite those supporting facts, the Board's findings arejnot
supported by substantial evidence.

First National Bank of Boston

v. County Board of Equalization of Salt Lake County, 799 P.2d
1163 (Utah 1990).
Bennion's Brief sets forth only evidence of the likelihood
that the Miles Well would not have been a dry well.

Bennion's

Brief does not marshall all of the evidence supporting the
Board's findings and then demonstrate that despite the evidence
supporting findings of the Board, the Board's findings are
nonetheless not

supported by substantial evidence.

In fact,

what Bennion asks this Court to do on appeal is to substitute its
22

judgement for that of the Board.

The most that can be said for

the evidence set forth by Bennion concerning the likelihood that
the well would not be dry is that it creates conflicting evidence
and that inconsistent inferences can be drawn from this evidence.
However, it is for the Board to draw the inferences. Grace
prilling Company v. Board of Povj.w nf *„. r ^ , t r j a 1
oJ_JkaH, 776 P.2d 63 (ut. ct. App. 1989)

P

_ ^ ^

Therefore, it is

appropriate for this Court to dismiss that portion of Bennion's
appeal which challenges the imposition of the 175% non-consent
penalty because of a lack of substantial evidence.
7.

8UMMARY

Bennion's Brief has failed to demonstrate either through
citation of applicable case law or through constitutional
analysis any grounds for attacking the force pooling statute.
Further, Bennion has failed to marshall the evidence from the
record to support his contentions that the Board acted
erroneously in making its order.

Finally, Bennion has attempted

to collaterally attack the 1985 Order without providing a basis
for such an attack.
The Board's Order is a constitutional exercise of the
state's police power and is within the statutory authority
granted to the Board.

The Board has exercised its discretion

within the range provided by the Legislature and on the basis of

23

substantial evidence.

Therefore, the Board1s order enforcing the

mandatory provisions of the force pooling statute should be
upheld.
DATED the 8th day of March, 1991.
R. Paul
Utah A
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Exhibit A to Addendum

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF THE
REQUEST FOR AGENCY ACTION
OF ANR PRODUCTION COMPANY
FOR AN ORDER SPECIFYING
COSTS TO BE PAID BY S.H.
BENNION AS A NON-CONSENTING
OWNER UNDER FORCED POOLING
ORDER COVERING SECTION 1,
TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, RANGE
5W-USM, DUCHESNE COUNTY,
UTAH

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND
ORDER
DOCKET NO. 90-021
CAUSE NO. 139-63

Pursuant to the Request for Agency Action of ANR
Production Company (ANR), this cause was initially heard before
the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, Department of Natural
Resources, on Thursday, May 24, 1990, at 10:00 a.m. in the
Boardroom of the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining, 355 West North
Temple, 3 Triad Center, Suite 301, Salt Lake City, Utah.
At the hearing of May 24, 1990, arguments of the
parties were heard.. The following Board members were present at
the hearing:
James W. Carter, Acting Chairman
Richard B. Larsen
Judy F. Lever
E. Steele Mclntyre
Kent G. Stringham
Chairman Gregory P. Williams having recused himself »*
well as board member John M. Garr
*"-*self, as

The Board was represented by Alan S. Bachman, Esq.,
Assistant Attorney General for the State of Utah.
Appearances for the Division for Oil, Gas and Mining
were made by Dianne Nielson, Director, Oil, Gas and Mining, and
Ronald J. Firth, Associate Director, Oil and Gas, and John R.
Baza, Petroleum Engineer.
ANR was represented by John Harrington, Esq., and David
M. Laraime, Sr. Landman.

Bennion was represented by Peter

Stirba, Esq.
The Board took the matter under advisement and
requested legal counsel from the Office of the Attorney General
of the State of Utah.
On or about June 26, 1990, the Secretary of the Board
transmitted to Petitioner, Respondent's counsel and the Division
of Oil, Gas and Mining the list of six issues with respect to
which the Board wished further legal briefing.

On July 25, 1990,

after receiving leave to file Amicus Curiae, Rocky Mountain Oil
and Gas Association (RMOGA) filed a Brief and Response to the
questions presented by the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining on June
21, 1990.

The parties Briefs have been considered by the Board.

On August 23, 1990, pursuant to notice, a continuation of the
original hearing was held in the Boardroom of the Division of
Oil, Gas and Mining, 355 West North Temple, 3 Triad Center, Suite

301/ Salt Lake City, Utah.

The following Board members were

present:
James W. Carter, Acting Chairman
Richard B. Larsen
Judy F. Lever
E. Steele Mclntyre
Kent G. Stringham
Chairman Gregory P. Williams having recused himself, as
well as board member John M. Garr.
The Board was represented by Thomas A. Mitchell, Esq.,
Assistant Attorney General for the State of Utah.
Appearances for the Division for Oil, Gas and Mining
were made by Ronald J. Firth, Associate Director, Oil and Gas.
Neither the Petitioners nor Respondent were present.
NOW THEREFORE, the Board, having considered the
testimony adduced and the exhibits reviewed in all said hearings
and being fully advised in the premises, now makes and enters the
following:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Due and regular notice of the time, place and

purpose of the May 24, 1990 hearing was given to all interested
parties as required by law and the rules and regulations of the
Board.

ANR put on evidence regarding the cost of drilling to

date and the estimated costs of drilling to completion of the
Miles 2-1B5 well.

Further, ANR presented testimony and other

evidence of its position concerning the risk incurred by the
consenting interest owners in the driiling of the Miles 2-1B5

well.

S.H. Bennion, through counsel, argued the legal points set

forth in his written response, but submitted no evidence in
rebuttal to ANR's evidence concerning risk of drilling on the
Miles 2-1B5 well. The cause was continued by the Board and
further argument in the form of briefs to specific questions of
the Board has been provided by counsel and Amicus Curiae.

This

cause was heard again on August 23, 1990, with due and regular
notice of the time, place and purpose of the hearing having been
given to all interested parties as required by law and the rules
of the Board.
2.

The Board has jurisdiction over the subject matter,

of the Request for Agency Action and over all parties interested
therein and has jurisdiction to make and promulgate the order
hereinafter set forth.
3.

The Request for Agency Action in this matter is a

request to modify the order in Cause No. 139-13, specifying the
percentage of costs to be recovered by all consenting owners of
the Miles 2-1B5 well, Section 1, Township 2 South, Range 5 West,
USM, Duchesne County, Utah, (hereinafter "Miles 2-1B5 well M ).
The order in Cause No. 139-13 dated April 30, 1981, and effective
July 26, 1979, force pooled the drilling unit created by the
order of this Board in Cause No. 139-3.
Specifically the Request for Agency Action sought
relief as follows:
1 Q9

(a) That the consenting owners of the the Miles 2-1B5
well be reimbursed for S.H. Bennion's share, a non-consenting
mineral interest owner, of the costs out of production from the
unit attributable to S.H. Bennion's interests;
(b) That the consenting owners of the Miles 2-1B5 well
own and be entitled to receive all production from the Miles 21B5 well applicable to each tract or interest and obligations
payable out of production until the consenting owners have been
paid the amount due under the terms of the modified order
relating to the subject drilling unit;
(c) That each consenting owner of the Miles 2-1B5 well
be entitled to receive, subject to royalty or similar
obligations, the share of the Miles 2-1B5 well applicable to its
interest in the separate drilling units and unless the consenting
owners agreed otherwise, its proportionate part of S.H. Bennion's
share of such production until costs are recovered;
(d) That Bennion be entitled to receive, subject to
royalty or similar obligations, the share of the production from
the Miles 2-1B5 well applicable to S.H. Bennion's interest in the
subject drilling unit after the consenting interest owners
recover from S.H. Bennion's share of production the following:
(i)

100% of the non-consenting owner's share

of the costs of service equipment beyond the wellhead
connections, plus 100% of_£he non-consenting owner's

share of the cost of operation of the well commencing
with the first production and continuing until the
consenting owners have recovered these costs; and
(ii)

200% of that portion of the costs and

expenses of staking the location, well-site
preparation, rights of way, rigging up, drilling,
reworking, deepening, or plugging back, testing,
completing, and the cost of equipment in the well,
after deducting any cash contributions received by
the consenting owner;
(iii)

Interest charged in the amount of the

prime lending rate as periodically determined by
Citibank of New York, N.A., plus two percentage points,
(e)

That S.H. Bennion's ownership result in S.lft

Bennion receiving as a royalty, the average landowner's royalty
attributable to each tract within the subject drilling unit,
determined prior to the commencement of drilling, and payable
from the production allocated to each tract until the consenting
owners recovered the cost described in paragraphs (d), (i), (ii),
and (iii) set forth above.
4.

The Board's previously entered order in Cause No.

139-13 force pooled all interests in the subject drilling unit,
finding, inter alia, that S.H. Bennion was the record owner of an
unleased, undivided, one-fourth mineral interest in all oil, gas

-6-
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and minerals located in the northeast quarter, southwest quarter,
and northwest quarter, southeast quarter, of Section 1, Township
2 South, Range 5 West, Uinta Special Meridian, Duchesne County,
Utah.

Further, the order held that Shell Oil Company, the

majority working interest owner and the sole operator of the
subject drilling unit, was willing to allow S.H. Bennion to share
in the proceeds of production of that unit from first production
in the Tew No. 1-1B5 well (hereinafter "Tew 1-1B5") as the
designated production well capable of producing oil and gas in
commercial quantities in the subject drilling unit.

The order

made no findings concerning the sharing of costs between
consenting and non-consenting owners.
5.

This original forced pooling order and S.H.

Bennion's interest in the pooling unit as set forth in the Cause
No. 139-13 was determined prior to amendments to the forced
pooling statute in 1977.
6.

Section 40-6-6 (6), Utah Code Ann.

On August 1, 1986, Petitioner ANR succeeded to the

interest of Shell .Oil Company in the subject drilling unit and
took over operation of the Tew 1-1B5 effective December 1, 1986.
7.

Effective July 1983, the Utah Legislature repealed

the then existing Oil and Gas Conservation Act and enacted a new
statute.

On April 12, 1985, this Board as enpowered by the 1983

Legislature entered its order in Cause No. 139-42 authorizing the
drilling and simultaneous production.of two wells from each

drilling unit in the Greater Altamont-Bluebell-Cedar Rim-Sink
Area in which Section 1 the subject drilling unit and wells are
located.
8.

On February 6, 1990, ANR commenced the Miles 2-1B5

well in Section 1 as the increased density second well in
Section 1.
9.

On May 24, 1990, arguments of the parties in this

cause and matter were heard and ANR put on evidence regarding the
cost of drilling to date, the estimated costs of drilling to
completion and the basis for its requests for a 200% non-consent
penalty.

S.H. Bennion put on no evidence in rebuttal.
10.

On June 21, 1990, the Board submitted questions to

the parties for further briefing.
11.

The Board in reviewing its order in Cause No.

139-13 determines that there has been a substantial change in
circumstances since the entry of that order.

The Board finds

that the change in statutory authority authorizing the drilling
and simultaneous production of more than one well in the subject
drilling unit, the geological and economic evidence supporting
its order in Cause No. 139-42 and the subsequent February 6, 1990
commencement of the Miles 2-1B5 well as an inpreased density well
in the subject drilling unit, constitute changes in circumstances
sufficient to support modification of its order in Cause No.
139-13.
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12. Additionally, the Board in reviewing its order in
Cause No. 139-13 determines that the order is silent as to the
rights of consenting and non-consenting interest owners under the
pooling order concerning reimbursement for costs out of
production and share of production. The Board therefore finds
that regulation of operations in this forced pooling unit must be
modified and supplemented upon terms that are just and
reasonable.
13.

The Board finds that the Oil and Gas Conservation

Act of 1983, 1983 Utah Laws Chapter 205 provides the applicable
statutory grounds on which to base its modified order. The Board
finds that all critical facts before the Board concerning this
Request for Agency Action occurred after the 1983 legislation was
enacted.

The Board finds the following facts to be critical:
(a) Increased density production wells were first

specifically authorized by the Utah Legislature in the 1983 Act.
(See Utah Code Ann. Section 40-6-6(4) (Supp. 1990).) This
Board's order dated April 12, 1985, in Cause No. 139-63
authorized the drilling of second wells for simultaneous
production because it found that one well per drilling unit was
not adequately draining the pool;
(b) The Miles 2-1B5 well was drilled as a second well
under the Board's increased density order after 1983; and

(c)

Prior to the above-stated events, this Board's

order in Cause No. 139-13 would not have required modification
because no additional wells could have been drilled.
14.

S.H. Bennion has not entered into any prior

agreement with consenting interest owners which supplants the
statutory authority and duty of this board to impose costs as
provided under § 40-6-6(6), Utah Code Ann. (1953, as amended).
15.

That within the range of 150% to 200% of the

mandatory non-consent penalty provided under § 40-6-6(6)(b), Utah
Code Ann. (1953, as amended), there is sufficient evidence of
risk incurred by the consenting owner that a penalty of 175% is
appropriate.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

All interests in the subject drilling unit were

force pooled by order of this Board as of July 26, 1979.
2.

The Board has the necessary and inherent authority,

pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §§ 40-6-1 and 40-6-6, (1953 as
amended) to amend,^ modify or supplement its previous pooling
orders where there has been a substantial change in circumstances
or an omission in a prior order and where failure to modify the
order would result in the continued enforcement of terms which
are not just and reasonable or which would fail to protect
correlative rights.

4. The relief ordered by the Board in this matter will
prevent the drilling of unnecessary wells, prevent waste, and
protect correlative rights.
Sufficient evidence now being available upon which to
reach a decision, the Board issues the following:
ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT;
1. The order previously entered in Cause No. 139-13 is
amended to provide that the consenting owners of the Hiles 2-1B5
well shall be reimbursed from S.H. Bennion's share of costs out
of the production from the unit attributable to S.H. .Bennion's
interests.
2.

Consenting owners from the subject unit shall own

and be entitled to receive all production from the Miles 2-1B5
well applicable to each tract or interest and obligations payable
out of production until the consenting owners have been paid the
amount due under the terms of this order relating to the subject
drilling unit.
3. Each consenting interest owner in the unit will be
entitled to receive, subject to royalty or other similar
obligations, his or her share of production of the Miles 2-1B5
well applicable to their interest in the drilling unit and, its
proportionate part of S.H. Bennion's share or such production
until costs are recovered.

4.

S.H. Bennion shall be entitled to receive, subject

to royalty or similar obligations, his share of production from
the Miles 2-1B5 well applicable to his interest in the subject
drilling unit after the consenting owners have recovered from
S.H. Bennion's share of production the following:
(a) 100% of S.H. Bennion's share as nonconsenting owner of the cost of surface
equipment beyond the well head connections plus
100% of the non-consenting owners share of the costs
of operation of the well commencing with the first
production and continuing until the consenting owners
have retrieved these costs;
(b) 175% of that portion of the costs and
expenses of staking the location, well-side
preparation, rights of way, rigging up, drilling, reworking, deepening, or plugging back, testing, completing, and the cost of equipment in the well after
deducting any cash contributions received by the
consenting owners; and
(c)

Interest on these amounts is to be

assessed at the amount of the prime lending rate as
periodically determined by Citibank of New York, NA,
plus two percentage points.
(d)

S.H. Bennion/s interest not currently

being subject to lease or other contract development
-1 ^ -
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of oil and gas, s.H. Bennion is entitled to receive
as royalty, the average landowner's royalty
attributable to each tract within the subject
drilling unit, effective as of the date prior to the
commencement of the drilling of the well on the subject
drilling unit.
5.

To the extent that any previous order of the Board

is inconsistent with this order, those orders are hereby vacated
to the extent of such inconsistency.
6.

The Board retains exclusive and continuing

jurisdiction over all matters covered by this order and over all
the parties affected thereby and particularly reserves exclusive
and continuing jurisdiction to make further orders as appropriate
and as authorized by statute and regulation.

DATED this O^Nay of SyL... b,_
STATE OF UTAH
WARD OF OIL, GAS^&ND MINING

S W. CARTER
ING CHAIRMAN

„„,

Exhibit B to Addendum

BEFORE THE BOMB OF OIL, GAS AND HIKING,
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
IB AND FOR TBE STATS OF UTAH
IN TBI MATTER OF THE APPLICATION
OF $• 1 . BENNION FOB AN ORDER
FOOLING INTEREST XB TBS DRILLING
UNIT COMPRISED OF SECTION I,
TOVTNSHIF 2 SOUTH OF BANGS $ WEST,
U1NTAB SPECIAL MERIDIAN« DUCHESNE
COUNTY, UTAB
!

}
)
)
)
)
)
)
*

ORDER
Caust N o . 1 3 1 - 1 3

Thla canst cast on for htaring btfort tbt Board of
Oil, Gas and Mining, Dtpartstnt of natural Btsourcts, tht Statt
of Utah, at 10:00 a.a., on Thursday, July 2S, 1971, in tht
Exteutivt Conftrtnet Boom, Boliday 2nn, 1SS9 Ntst North Ttaplt,
Salt Lakt City, Utah, pursuant to tht Aatndtd Application of
j| S. I. Btnnion (•Btnnion-) and to notict to all inttrtsttd par*
tits duly and rtgularly givtn by tht Board, to considtr forctd
pooling of tht uneomitttd inttrtst of Btnnion in tht abovteaptiontd drilling unit, and othtr matttrs as stt forth in tht
| Antndtd Application and Notict -of Staring.
Tht following *tabtrs of tht Board wtrt prtstnt*
Charlts B. Htndtrson, Chairman
Edvard T. Back
C. Bay Juvtlin
E. Stttlt Mclntyrt
John L. Btll
Also prtstnt and rtprtstnting tht Divisions
Clton B. Ftight, Dirteter
i

Thalia R. Busby, Administratis Assistant

I

Frank H. Banntr, Chitf Pttroltua Enginttr

Michael, Minder, Geological Engineer
Denise A. Dragoo, Special Assistant Attorney General
Appearances vera made as follows:
S. H. Bennionf for himself
Peter Stirba, Counsel for S. B. Bennion
Don Gallion, Counsel for Shell Oil Company
Gregory P. Williams, Counsel for Shell Oil Company
This cause also came on for hearing before the Board
of Oil, Gas and Mining, Department of natural Kesources, State
of Utah, on October 24, 1979, at the Wildlife Kesources Auditorium, 1596 West North Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah.
The following Board members were present:
Charles ft, Benderson, Chairman
John L. Bell
C. Bay Juvelin
E. Steele Mclntyre
Constance X. Lundberg
Edward T. Beck
Also present jend representing the Division:
Cleon B. Feight, Director
Thalia It. Busby, Administrative Assistant
frank M. Bimner, Chief Petroleum Engineer
Michael Minder, Geological Engineer
Denise A, Dragoo, Special Assistant Attorney General
Appearances vera made as follows:
S. B. Bennion, for himself
Peter Stirba, Counsel for S. B. Bennion
Don Gallion, Counsel for Shell Oil Company
Gregory P. Williams, Counsel for Shell Oil Company
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Tbia causa alto cast on for btaring btfort tbt Board
of Oil, Gas and Mining, Btpartstnt of Httoral Btaourets, Statt
of Otab, on Dtctmbtr XI, 1110, at tbt Wildlift Bttourets Auditorium, 1596 Vtat Koitb Ttmplt, Salt U k t City, Utah.
Tbt following Board mtmbtrs wtrt prtatntt
John L. Btll, Co-Cbairman
Cbarlta Btndtraon
Tbadia W . Boa
E. Stttlt MeZntyrt
C. Bay Juvtlin
Also prtitnt and rtprtstnting tbt Division!
Clton B. Ftigbt, Olrtetor
Bon Banitls, Coordinator
Mikt Mindtr, Pttreltua Cnginttr
Baula Frank, Sterttary
Dtnitt A* Dragoo, Spteial Assistant Attornty Gtntral
Apptaranets wtrt madt as fellowsx
Ptttr Stirba, Coonstl for S. B« Btnnion
lovtll itirkpatrlek, for Sbtll -Oil Company
Grtgory t. Williams, Counstl for Sbtll Oil Company
BOW, TBEBFOBS, tbt Board, baring censidtrtd tbt
aatttrs prtstnttd at said btaringa and tbt stmarka and tbt
stipulations of counstl, now mtkts and tnttra tbt following!

nromcs
1. That dot and rtgular notict of tbt tima, piset,
and purpost of said btaringa was givtn to all inttrtsttd partits in tbt form and sunntr and witbin tbt tlmt rtquirtd by law.

2. That the Board has jurisdiction over the natters
covered by the Amended Application and all of the parties
interested therein, and has jorisdietion to sake and promulgate
the Order hereinafter aet forth*
3. That Bennion la the record owner of an unleased,
undivided one-fourth mineral Interest in all oil, gas and minerals located in the nth SWfc and KW!i $Z\ of Section 1, Township
2 South, Kange 5 West, Uintah Special Meridian, Duchesne
County, Utah.
4.

That by Order in Cause Ho, 139-3, entered June 24,

1971, as amended by Order in Cause No. 139*8, entered September
20, 1972, the Board established said Section 1, Township 2
South, Range 5 Kest, Unitah Special Meridian, as a drilling and
spacing unit for the production of oil, gas, and associated
hydrocarbons from the spaced interval described in said orders;
that Shell Oil Company has drilled the TTW 1-1B5 well in said
Section 1 which is producing from said interval and is the permitted well for said drilling unit.
5. That said Section 1, Township 2 South, Range S
Kest, Uintah Special Meridian, contains €78.2 acres) and that
Bennion9a interest In said drilling and spaeing unit is a
2.94898% interest.
€«

That Shell is the major working interest owner and

is the sole operator within said drilling unit* and that Shell
is willing to let Bennion share in the proceeds of production
of said unit from first production.
7. That pursuant to the Board1 a Interim Order in this
cause dated March 26, 1980, all interests in the drilling unit
comprised of Section 1, Township 2 South, Range 5 Kest, Uintah
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Spteial Meridian, in tbt Altamont field of Duchesne County,
Utah, vara pooltd for tba development and oparation of aaid
drilling onit and for tba protection of correlative right*,
effective at CiOO a.m., Mountain Daylight time, July 21, 1979.
I.

Tbat lennion'e proportionate abare of the net rev

enue from tbe production of tbe aubjtct veil op to 1:00 a.m.,
Mountain Daylight time on July 21, 1171, ia $72,222.41 which
conaiata of the following!
Working Intereat Accumclationa
Revenue
Oil

$101,101.1*

Gaa

3,402.23

Total

105,091.09

Expenditures

47,203.It

KST

$37,097.93

Hovaltv Interest Accumulations*
Oil

$13,172.44

Caa

4C3.04

Total

$14,334.41

Total Accumnlationa
Working Intereat

$37,117.93

loyalty Intereat

14.334.40

Total

$72,222,41

(•Baaed en a one-eighth coat free royalty, proportionately reduced, mntil payout. Upon payout tbia royalty merges with and
ia included in tbe working interest.)
9.

That purauant to the Board*a Interim Order in tbia

cauae dated Mareb 2i, 1900, Shell paid tbe Division of Oil, Caa,
and Mining the aum of $72,222.41 vbicb sua was plaeed in a

ail-month money market certificate as directed by counsel for
Bennion and Shell* that the original certificate earned inter*
est in the amount of $3,917.69j and that the original sum and
interest were Invested in a new certificate which bears interest at the rate of 13.519% and will mature on May 6, 1981.
10. That Bennion has conducted an audit of Shell1!
records relating to the subject well at Shell's offices in
Houston, Texas, and has submitted a report relating to such
audit to the Board.
11. That it is the practice of the industry to con*
duct an audit of an operator's records at the office where the
operator maintains such records* and that there are standard
accounting procedures in the industry relating to such audits.

ORDER
IT 15 THEREFORE ORDERED BT TEE BOARD:
1. That all intereats in the drilling unit comprised
of Section 1, Township 2 South, Bangs S West, Uintah Special
Meridian, in the Xltamont Field of Duchesne County, Utah, .be and
the same are pooled for the development and operation of said
drilling unit and for the protection of correlative rights,
effective at 6:00 a.m., Mountain Daylight time, July 26, 1979.
2. That tht TEW 1-1B5 well located in said Section 1
is the permitted well for said drilling unit.
3. That Bennion is entitled to receive from Shell
Bennion's proportionate share of production of oil, gas liquids, and natural gas in-kind produced from the subject well
from and after 6:00 a.m., Mountain Daylight time, July 26, 1979,
upon payment of Bennion1 s proportionate share of the monthly
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separating txptnaa of said vails that Shall will tandar Btnnion
Invoieta for hit proportionata shara of tht monthly opt rating
txptnat in tht same manner and in tha saat d t u l l as if Itnnion
had signad tht Operating Agrttmtnt in tfftet for said unit:
that in tha tvant Btnnion falls to pay his proportionata shara
of tha monthly opt rating txptnat vithin IS days of invoice,
Shall shall bsvt a first and prafarrad lian on Bannion's inttrtst in production and shall bt tntltltd to withhold tht amount
of said production in an amount tqual to Btnnion*a ahara of tha
opt rating axptnst plus intaratt at tha prtvailing rata until
aueh payment is received; and that ahould auch dafault continua
for a pariod of ninety 190) days afttr rtetipt of Invoice, Shtll
shall ba antitlad to rttaln Btnnion1a proportionata ahart of
production to tha txttnt of Shtll9a lian or to ttndtr tha production withheld pursuant to Shall* s lian to Btnnion and puraua
othar availabia lagal remedies.
4. That Btnnion9 a intartst in aaid drilling unit is a
2.541981 intartst.
5. That Btnnion is not tntltltd to shara in production
occurring prior to 4:00 a.m., Mountain Daylight timt en July 21,
1979, in*kind but ia antitlad to shara in tha procttds of auch
production; that tha amount to which Btnnion ia antitlad with
rtsptct to production occurring prior to ft00 a.m., Mountain
Daylight time on July 2i, 1*7*, is $72,222.41; and that tht Board
shall transfar ownership of tha money market etrtifieatt purchased
purauant to tha Interim Order dated March 2S 9 1BI0, to Btnnion. In
addition, Shell shall pay Banaion the sua of $2,504.00, represent*
ing interest st € percent per annua on Bennion9s statutory royalty
intereat for the period from first production until the purchase
of the original money market certificate.
4. That any further audit of She 11f a records relating
to the subject drilling unit which Btnnion wiahts to conduct

shall be performed at Bennion's expense at the location at which
such records are kept; and that any sueh audit shall be conducted pursuant to the accounting procedures of the industry*
DATED this 32

day of

0\o"*l.
y

1981.

STATS OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

Chaises R. Henderson, Chairman

fcsa^
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Thadis w« Box
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t . Steele hclntyre

Robert *« Norman\

Margaret Bird
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BEFORE THE BOARD OP O I L , GAS AND HINING
DEPARTMENT OP NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE OP OTAB

IN THE MATTER OP THE AMENDED
PETITION OF ANR LIMITED INC., #
ET AL. FOR AN ORDER MODIFYING': t

PREVIOUS ORDERS WHICH
ESTABLISHED DRILLING AND

FTwmu-e 0«*
F PACT
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SPACING UNITS AND ANY OTHER
ORDERS RELATING TO TEST WELLS • •
FOR -THE ^ALTAMONT, BLUEBELL
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.
FIELDS, DUCHESNE .AND UINTAH*
COUNTIES, UTAH
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Utah.
The following aeabers of the Board v t r . present:
Gregory P Williams, Chairman
James K. Carter
Charles R. Henderson
Richard B. Larson
E. Steele Mclntyre

'lia^rtie&f,"™"*

hI

»»»'

^
/,,

Nark C. Hoench, Assistant Attorney General, was present
on behalf of the Board.
Members of the Staff of the Division present and
participating in the hearing included:
Dr. Dianne R. Hielson, Director
Ronald J. Firth, Associate Director
John R. Baia, Petroleum Engineer
Barbara W. Roberts, Assistant Attorney General, vas
present on behalf of the D i v i s i o n .
Appearances were made as f o l l o w s :
Limited, £ i £l.,

Petitioners AHR

by Frank Douglass, Esq. and Ray B. Langenberg,

Austin, Texas; Robert G. P r u i t t , J r . , Esq., Salt Lake City, Utah;
Frank J. Gustin, Esq., Salt Lake City, Utah; Louis A. Posekany,
J r . , General Counsel, and George W.

Eellstrom, Esq., ANR

Production Company; P h i l l i p X. Chattin, General Counsel, Utex Oil
Company; Hugh C. Garner, Esq., for Coastal Oil & Gas Corporation;
P h i l l i p William Lear, Esq., for P h i l l i p s Petroleum Company;
Jeffrey R. Young, Esq., for Bow Valley Petroleum, I n c . ; B. J.
Lewis, Esq., Vice President, and Robert W. Adkins, Esq., Limaar
Energy Corporation; Robert Buettner, Esq., Koch Exploration
Company; Lane Jamison, Esq., Sonat Exploration Company; Victor
Brown and Robert Brown, Utah Royalty Association) John Barja,
Esq., Gulf Oil Corporation; Hartin Seneca, General Counsel, Ute
Indian Tribe; Assad H. Raffoul, Petroleum Engineer, Bureau of
Land Management; John Chasel, on h i s own behalf; George Korris,
E s q . , Ute Distribution Corporation; Dr. Gilbert H i l l e r ,
Conservation Superintendent, Aaarada Bess Corporation; and L". A.
Pike, Roosevelt, Utah, landowner.
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Now therefore, the Board having considered the
testimony of the witnesses, John C. Osmond, Petroleum Geologist;
Clarke Gillespie, Petroleum Reservoir Engineer; and R. Thayne
Robson, Economist, for Petitioners and 8. J. Lewis, Vice
President, and John W. Clark, Petroleum Engineer, for Linmar
Energy Corporation, and the exhibits received at said hearing and
being fully advised in the premises, now makes and enters the
following:

1.

Due and regular notice of the time, place and

purpose of the hearing was S iven to all interested parties as
recuirec by lav and the rules and regulations of the Board.
2.

The Board has jurisdiction over the matters covered

by said notice and over all parties interested therein and has
jurisdiction to make and promulgate any order hereinafter set
forth.
3.

The Beard has heretofore entered 640 acre drillino

and spacing order, for the Lower Green Mv.r/K.satch r e l a t i o n to
Causes Ko. 13S-3, 139-4. 139-S, 139-8, and 139-17 (Altaaont
f i e l d ) , Causes Ho. 131-11, 131-14, i 3 1 - 2 4 ,

131.„,

^ . ^

1M_

3 3 . 131-34, 131-45 end 131-S3. (Bluebell W . l « , „ * Cause. Ko.
140-6 and 140-7 (Cedar Sim-Sink Draw Meld) «
d e s c r i b e d lands:
UINTAH SPECIAL MERIDIAN
Township 1 Kor*ht

Sections:

flang»

19-36
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1

t f f ,«.

t0

«,.

fellevin9

•n<r> 1 Worth. Range 7 Wesf
S e c t i o n s : 19-36
Township 1 Worth. Rsnoe 3 West
S e c t i o n s 2 3 - 2 6 , 35 and 36
Township 1 South. Rar.oe 1 East
S e c t i o n s : A l l ( e x c e p t R o o s e v e l t Unit)
Township 1 South'. Range 2 East
S e c t i o n s : 4 - 8 , 1 8 - 1 9 , 30-31
Tranship 1 South. Range 1 West

Sections:

Ail (except Roosevelt Unit)

Township 1 South. Range 3 through 4 West
Sections: All
Tn»r«Mp 1 South, P.ence 5 West
S e c t i o n s : 1 0 - 1 7 , 20-36
Township 1 South. Pane* 6 West
S e c t i o n s : 2 5 - 2 6 , 35-36
Tnwr.chip 9 South. Range 1 through 9 Fast
Sections: All
Township "> South. Ranoe 1 through fi West
S e c t i o n s : All
Tnwnchip 9 South. Ranoe 7 West
S e c t i o n s : 1 9 , 30-36
township 9 South. Range 8 West
S e c t i o n s : 23-26, 31-36
Township •* South. Range 3 West
S e c t i o n s : 5 - 8 , 1 7 - 2 0 , 29-32
"Township * South. Range 4 through ft West
Sections:- All
Township i South. Range 3 West

Sections:

5 and 6

Township I South. Range A West
S e c t i o n s : 1-6
Township * South. Ranoe 5 West
S e c t i o n s : 1-6
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Township i «ft»»h. p n ? f
Sections: 1-18

f r r

.
'-

SALT LAKE MERIDIAN
Sectlons: 20-23, 26-29, 32-35
Township fi so.vt-v- B n g > , . ,

4.

in Cause Ho. 140-12, t h . Beard .utherised y , ,

drilline cf t e s t cr second well, that »»y only b , e d u c e d
alternatively with the i n i t i o well en the , * . , drillin,
5.

Th, Lover Green Riv.r/W.satch

tr.e subject fields constitutes a joel

otah code Ann. .„-«-„„

a

,a, „

is

^

rerMtlM

thit

^
'

t t r B Jf M i r t i

^ M9

o t a d t a j f Ma i f

e w * „ series ef isolated and discontinuous beds of productive
rock that ere randomly distributed vertically over ,
thousand feet thick interval.

ttVfrtX

Heraelly, the A c t i v e bids ere

i t e r a t e and distinct and not in „

m i a t l c n

^

viU)

^

6. Many of the productive beds .re n o t correctable
< r « v e n to well end vUl ,ot ^
^ ^
eeaBunieilicn
«s . l o s e as 100. f , , t .

Of t h , productive beds that eerrel.te

various geological f i e t o r s prevent . , i g n l f l e a n t

nmbet

^

'

ceiaauni eating between v e i l s within the c u e section.
7.

Geologic end engineering d o n a t i o n froa

• i t wells and test wells .how t h . t . , i n s l t
. f f . c t i v . l y drain the recoverable oi!

Md

s

„

v t U

„

m

lnltial

^

,.„

,iv,n 640 acre spacin-g unit because t h . productive beds « . too

aall or have other limiting characteristics precluding effective
rid efficient drainage of the recoverable reserves underlying the
lit.
8.

Data from production logs and field performance

how that test veils drilled under the Order in Cause No. 140-12
fter 1978 have caused the.recovery of substantial amounts of oil
rom separate and distinct productive beds and from previously
ncepletea productive beds, and that the drilling of additional
ells on existing units will increase the ultimate recovery of
>il from the subject fields.
9.

The prohibition of simultaneous production from the

.nitial veil and test veil on the same unit has caused the
shutting in of veils with the potential to produce substantia
amounts of additional reserves.
10.

Each additional veil drilled under this order vill

tap producing formations that are separate and distinct from and
not in communication vith any other producing formation and is
not an unnecessary veil.
11.

In some areas of the subject fields, geologic,

engineering, and economic factors justify drilling additional
veils on existing units. In other areas, geologic, engineering
and economic factors may not justify drilling additional veils on
existing units.

_rrwr- n g T n w s
1.

np T w

^

Due and regular notice of the time, place and
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purpose of the hearing was given to all interested parties as
required by law and the rules and regulations of the Board.
2.

The Board has jurisdiction over the matters covered

by said notice and over all parties interested therein and has
jurisdiction to Bake and promulgate any order hereinafter set
forth.
3.

The Board is authorised to modify its previous

orders to permit additional wells to be drilled within
established units under Utah Code Ann. $40-6-6(4) (1953, as
emended).

4.

An order f i t t i n g

(a) the drilling of additional

wells on existing units as provided herein and (b) the
simultaneous production of i n i t i a l wells and additional wells
w i l l prevent the waste of hydrocarbons, prevent the drilling of
unnecessary wells, and protect correlative rights.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:
To prevent waste of o i l , gas and associated liquid
hydrocarbons, to avoid the drilling of unnecessary wells, to
protect correlative rights and t o maintain, to the maximum extent
practicable, drilling units of uniform sire and shape for the
promotion of more orderly development of the lands described in
rinding of Pact No. 3 above, the following order i s hereby
>romulgated to govern operations in said area effective as of
ipril 1 2 , 1985:
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A.

Upon the e f f e c t i v e date any ana a n ©roeis 01 tne

Board heretofore promulgated which are inconsistent with the
orders herein s e t forth shall be and are hereby vacated t o the
extent inconsistent herewith.
B.

Additional v e i l s may be d r i l l e d , completed, and

produced on established d r i l l i n g units comprising government
surveyed s e c t i o n s of approximately 640 acres (or other designated
d r i l l i n g units so long as such unit i s at l e a s t 400 acres in
s i z e ) to a density of no greater than two producing v e i l s on each
unit comprising a section Cor ether designated u n i t ) .
C.

Additional v e i l s may be drilled at the option of

the operator of the unit, based upon geologic and engineering
data for that unit vhich v i l l j u s t i f y the d r i l l i n g of an
additional v e i l in order to recover additional o i l , provided the
additional v e i l appears to be economically f e a s i b l e .
D.

Economically f e a s i b l e means that a prudent operator

would have a reasonable opportunity to recover the costs of
d r i l l i n g , completing, producing and operating the v e i l , plus a
reasonable p r o f i t .
X.

I t i.s .not the i n t e n t .of t h i s jorder, i n .permitting

additional v e i l s to be d r i l l e d on established d r i l l i n g units, to
change or amend the existing contractual rights or relationships,
express or implied, of any p a r t i e s who share in production or the
proceeds therefrom in the spaced area.
F.

Any additional w e l l must be located a t l e a s t 1,320

f e e t from the existing well on the unit and not closer than 660

-8-

section or equivalent lot.'

solely vithin producing formations that are separate and distinct

:he operator v i l l « - reasonable precautions in order that such '
r«13 11. not completed in any producing formation that may be
•fffi l ivi i\> lirained by any other v e i l .
B.

Second or test v e i l s d r i l l e d under previous orders

additional wells to be drilled under this order aey be
>rocuced simultaneously -vith i n i t i a l v e i l s .
ains exclusive

continuing

urisoiction of all matters covered by t h i s order and of all
>arties affected thereby and particularly that the Board retains
nd reserves exclusive and continuing jurisdiction to make
urther orders as appropriate and authorized by statute and
pplicable regulations.
ENTERED this_j2^fiay X>f „ / ? j p / V

.IQ.L

STATE OF BTAB
BOARD OP OIL, GAS AND MINIHG

fec^
^PROVED AS TO FORM:

ARK C. HOENCH
s s i s t a n t Attorney General
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TO ADDENDUM

4 0 - 6 - 1 . Declaration

Inbui-

l t i s declared t o be i n the public interest tn * «
encourage, and promote the development "rZ~* L" " " • • ' i .
u t i l i z a t i o n of natural r e s o u r c e \ l T o i i £ 2 cas Z ' ^
of
Utah i n such a manner as w i l l prevent waste- *« t\lhe.State
r
e a n dt o
provide for the operation and development of £ 1 2 5 ° "
p r o p e r t i e s i n such a manner that a greater u l ? t i ? 2 r9e d So v e
o i l and gas may be obtained and that the L n S S K r x? h t s ^ of
a l l owners may be f u l l y protected- t o S r r ^ f
^
S
of
a u t h o r i t y over o i l and gas e x p l o r a t i o n ^ w! ^ e l u s i v e&Sstate
regulated under provisions o ^ t S s chapSr- S ^ n S T *
authorize, and provide for voluntary^ a f r e ^ e n L f ^ ! - y9C?l l' r
r e c y c l i n g , pressure maintenance, and slcondar^.f ° °
operations i n order that the greatest 2 2 £ ? E I r e c o v e * y r e c o v e r
of o i l and gas may be obtained within t h t £1?^°*^° t h e e n d t h a t y
the land owners, the royalty owners t h T « ! 2
general public may r e a l i z e L H n j o y t h l S S S T ' " J K ? 1 *
from these v i t a l natural resources
greatest possible good
1983
,'
For

IH-*f i n i I urn
::•* purpose o
Board" means

gas and mining.
3 -

(2) "Correlative rights" m«a-fl t ne oDoort-,«,•* y r a c h o w n e r i n
a pool t o produce h i s just and eequitable
S* f
< uitable i w
gas i n the pool without waste
3
share of the o i l and
(3) "Gas" means natural gas or natural «*.. i • - ,
or any mixture thereof, dlfined a t foUowst
^ ^ ° r °the
(a) "Natural gas" means those hvdrorarhnnc
oU
other than natural gas liquids separated i r ^ E J e1r V**
—
gas
that
occur naturally i n the gaseous phase i n J^V*****
'
1
1

produced and recovered It the i S S L ^ l ^ S S r S ^ ? "

™

(b) "Other gas" means hydroaen snlfiHa „ u
helium, nitrogen, and other S y d r i c a r n ^ n 9 n f6™
?xoxide'
S that o c c
n a t u r a l l y i n the gaseous phase in the r ^ ^0 1
^
i n t o t h e reservoir i n connection with n r - ^ * °* a r e injected
c y c l i n g , or other secondary or°enhancef ZllZt™^™**
< ^
separated i n gas processing J l a n t s l n ! fJ a v i t Y
, that are
tUral
l i q u i d s a t the surface though 2he" o r o c e - * f
*as as
absorption, adsorption, or Sther methods
Sensation,
(4) "Illegal oil 11 or " i l l e a a l oa<?«
been produced from any w e l l ^ i t n i n ^Lt^0?rSS

H! a t h a s

(5) "Illegal product" means any product derived in whole or in
part from illegal oil or illegal gas.
(6) "Oil" means crude oil or condensate or any mixture thereof,
defined as follows:
(a) "Crude oil" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of
gravity, that occur naturally in the liquid phase in the
reservoir and are produced and recovered at the wellhead in
liquid form.
(b) "Condensate" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of
gravity, that occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the
reservoir that are separated from the natural gas as liquids
through the process of condensation either in the reservoir, in
the wellbore, or at the surface in field separators.
(7) "Oil and gas proceeds" means all payments derived from oil
and gas production from any well located in the state including
a royalty interest, overriding royalty interest, production
payment interest, or working interest expressed as a right to a
specified interest in the cash proceeds received from the sale
of oil and gas produced thereunder or the cash value thereof,
subject to all taxes withheld therefrom pursuant to law, but
excluding net profits interests and other types of interests the
extent of which cannot be determined with reference to a
specified share of such proceeds.
(8) "Owner" means the person who has the rights to drill into
and produce from a reservoir and to appropriate the oil and gas
that he produces, either for himself or for himself and others.
(9) "Operator" means the person who has been designated by the
owners or the board to operate a well or unit.
(10) "Payor" means the party who undertakes to distribute oil
and gas proceeds to the parties entitled to them, whether as the
first purchaser of that production, as operator of the well from
which the production was obtained, or as lessee under the lease
on which royalty is due.
(11) "Pool" means an underground reservoir containing a common
accumulation of oil or gas or both. Each zone of a general
structure that is completely separated from any other zone in
the structure is a separate pool. "Common source of supply" and
"reservoir" are synonymous with "pool".
(12) "Producer" means the owner or operator of a well capable
of producing oil and gas.
(13) "Product" means any commodity made from oil and gas.
(14) "Waste" means:
(a) the inefficient, excessive, or improper use or the
j;^,'nai-inn of oil or qas or reservoir energy;

(b) the inefficient .storing of ,,, |

n r g a s

.

of ^ ^ l ^ J ^ g 1 " 1 ^ ' e^PPing, "operatic
.
quantity of oi? or^s"
S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c i ^ ^ ^
X from
a
under prudent and economical operation!
\
reservoir
r t h a t cau
unnecessary wells to be drilled or ZZU °
ses
destruction of oil or gas eUher at S f . S X £ ofsubT o r

0 > l ..ins,-ortation or storage facilities;
( i i ) the amount reasonably remiir^ «. ^
proper drilling, completing, \ S
^
° ** Produced i n the
otherwise utilized on the S i a S l S ^ c F E ^ of a ££ 0 r
ftlCh
lt: i s
Produced; and
(e) underground or above ground wastP
t e Xli t h e
storage of oil or gas.
Production
(15) Oil and gas as defined in +h<« „v _
gaseous or liquid substances derived f r o f ^ f h a U n o t in<=^de
sands, or other hydrocarbons
c l ^ S i ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

^tSLT

•^-blishmon,

„U()lilig

o£

^

^

_

establish^
^
°rder ^
orders shall be ma5e upSn term] S T S S S - ? ? * P ° 0 1 - * " s ^ h
reasonable. Drilling units shall be of „i:i° nS t h a t a r e just and
for the entire pool unless the board f*JSi J? 0 S 1 2 ea n d sha
Pe
exception due to geologic or geographic or S S * *£ m U S t mak* a *
necessary the board may dividl a?y Dool ? n , ° t h e r fact °rs. When
2
drilling units for each zone, whichPunii-i °
^ e s a n d establish
Y d i f e r i n siz
shape from those established in anv o ? W T
5
* and
anyother 2
include:
°ne. The order shall
(a) The acreage to be embraced ^*-k,
_
the shape of each d r i l l i n g ? as d e t e ^ t n L ^ 1 1 1 ^ » » " and
the unit shall not be smaller than thl^***
** t h e boa rd but
efficiently and e c o n o m i c a l l y ^ r ^ V ^ r ^ n r a n f 3 ' C < m **
(b) The direction that no more than ™ Q
,, ,
for production from the common source of JEii Sh*U *» d r i l ^ d
unxt, and the authorized location of the wel1 Y ° n3 n y d r i l l i»9
(2) The board may modifv the nrHor +.
the authorized location of the wel? w h p n ^
modification to be reasonably necesslr^

1

^ a n exc*Ption to
°ard f i n d s suc* a

(3) An order establishing drillino „„».. * r a oo]
all lands determined by the board ?n
K
5°
P
shall
and the order mav be i ^ L f " .,to b e underlaid t,v MIH ,-,cover
'irii'i i

(4) After an order fixing drilling units has been entered by
the board, the drilling of any well into the pool at a location
other than authorized by the order, is prohibited. The operation
of any well drilled in violation of an order fixing drilling
units is prohibited. The board may modify the order to decrease
or increase the size of the drilling units or permit additional
wells to be drilled within the established units.
(5) Two or more owners within a drilling unit may pool their
interests for the development and operation of the unit. In the
absence of voluntary pooling, the board may enter an order
pooling all interests in the drilling unit for the development
and operation. The order shall be made upon terms and conditions
that are just and reasonable. Operations incident to the
drilling of a well upon any portion of a unit covered by a
pooling order shall be deemed for all purposes to be the conduct
of the operations upon each separately owned tract in the unit
by the several owners. That portion of the production allocated
or applicable to each tract included in a unit covered by a
pooling order shall, when produced, be deemed for all purposes
to have been produced from each tract by a well drilled thereon.
(6) Each pooling order shall permit the drilling and operation
of a well on the drilling unit by any owner within the drilling
unit, and shall provide for the payment of the costs, including
a reasonable charge for supervision and storage facilities, as
provided in this subsection.
In relation to each owner who refuses to agree to bear his
proportionate share of the costs of the drilling and operation
of the well (the nonconsenting owner), the order shall provide
for reimbursement to the owner paying for the drilling and
operation of the well (consenting owners) for the nonconsenting
owner's share of the costs out of, and only out of, production
from the unit attributable to his tract. The board is authorized
to provide that the consenting owners shall own and be entitled
to receive all production from the well, applicable to each
tract or interest, and obligations payable out of production,
until the consenting owners have been paid the amount due under
the terms of the pooling order or order relating to the drilling
unit. In the event of any dispute as to such costs, the board
shall determine the proper costs. The order shall provide that
each consenting owner shall be entitled to receive, subject to
royalty or similar obligations, the share of the production of
the well applicable to his interest in the unit, and, unless he
has agreed otherwise, his proportionate part of the
nonconsenting owner's share of such production until costs are
recovered as provided in this subsection; and that each
nonconsenting owner shall be entitled to receive, subject to
royalty or similar obligations, the share of production from the
well applicable to his interest in the unit after the consenting
owners have recovered from the nonconsenting owner's share of
production the following:

(d) m
. | MI
t w i y bULh well 1U0% of the nonconsenting
ownPr't shdii (.1 the cost of surface equipment beyond the
wellhead connections (including, but not limited to stock
Ldnks separators, treaters, pumping equipment," and'pipinal
plus 100% of the nonconsenting owner's share of the cost of
J! .-ration of the well commencing with first production and
Miiimuing until the consenting owners have recovered thes*
Mists, it being intended that the nonconsenting owner's share of
these costs and equipment will be that interest w M c h wouJd havl
been chargeable to the nonconsenting owner had he initially
agreed to pay his share of the costs of the well from the
beginning of the operation; and
(b) An amount to be determined by the board but not lesc n, ,,
150% nor to exceed 200% of that portion of the cosSS and
• • senses of staking the location, wellsite preparation
rights-of-way, rigging up, drilling, reworking, deepening L X
plugging back, testing, and completing, and the cost of
equipment in the wt-U (to and including the wellhead
connections), after deducting any cash contributions received bv
Q
y
the consenting owners. A reasonable interest cham* JZ ?
9
Y be
included if the board finds it appropriate

